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GSA F+P 2020 Assignments 
 

Film Assignment 1: Your Personal Pitch 
Today, technology has allowed us to communicate better with the world, but it also 
means you need to stand out among the crowd. As artists, you need to be able to tell 
people who you are as an artist. In the film industry, you are selling yourself and your 
ideas all the time. Based on your interests as a filmmaker, please prepare a 1-2 minute 
personal pitch that will introduce yourself to the rest of the class in our first studio 
session.  
 

Film Assignment 2:  The Story is Where it Starts 
Even if you don’t consider yourself a writer, storytelling is an essential part of being a 
filmmaker (and photographer)! We’d like you to develop 2 or 3 ideas for the kind of 
story you think you can tell in 5 minutes or less. A short outline or paragraph will work 
for this part of the assignment, but the more thought put into your projects, the more 
prepared you will be once a project is chosen during the program.  
 
To that end, choose one of your projects to fully develop into a rough draft. This may 
help you hit the ground running once the program begins. Have your list of ideas and 
the rough draft of one of your stories ready for the first studio session. If you complete 
this assignment before GSA begins, feel free to send them to us so we can start 
brainstorming ways to assist you in producing your project. Just make a new document 
titled “YOUR_NAME-Film Ideas” and send it to willcravensgsa@gmail.com (Word, Pages, 
Google Doc link, etc. are fine) 
 
We would encourage you to consider using one of the GSA values as a theme or guiding 
principle to explore for your story:  
 
AUTHENTICITY 
COMMUNICATION 
COMMUNITY 
CREATIVITY 
INNOVATION 
INTEGRITY 
KENTUCKY LOVE 
OPEN 
RESILIENCY 
SAFE SPACE 
TRUST 
UPLIFTING 
VULNERABILITY 
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Photography Assignment 1 
Please come prepared to show one photograph that you have made that is meaningful 
to you in some way and one photograph from someone else that has inspired you. We 
will share these during our first Zoom class together. 
 

Photography Assignment 2 
To be best prepared for the technical side of your work in Film and Photography while at 
GSA, please familiarize yourself with the specific camera you will be using by reading 
through your camera’s manual (if you don’t have one, look it up on Google; it will likely 
be posted). Specifically, make sure you know how to use the buttons/menus that 
involve image file type and quality, white balance, color space, auto focus, picture style 
and formatting your SD card. You can also access tutorials on YouTube about your 
camera. Please fill out the attached Camera-Scavenger Hunt exercise worksheet as an 
exercise to help you identify the various parts and controls of your camera.  
 

Also, if you are not already, familiarize yourself with the exposure triangle – the 
relationship between ISO, aperture and shutter speed. This is the foundation of 
understanding equivalent exposure and the use of depth of field. Make sure you know 
how to control your ISO, aperture and shutter speed using your camera’s Manual mode. 
There are several good tutorials about the exposure triangle on YouTube that can help 
you understand the relationship between these three controls, including these three:  
https://youtu.be/V7z7BAZdt2M 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3eVjUrY9a9c. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWfdxE1om6A 
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“If there is an end for all we do, it will be the good achievable by action.” 
    — Aristotle 

 
 
Camera Parts Scavenger Hunt  
 

EXERCISE OBJECTIVE 
The objective of the Camera Parts Scavenger Hunt is to get to know your camera and how the major 
functions work. 
 

For the Camera Scavenger Hunt, answer the following questions: 
 

1. What make and model is your camera?    

2. What is the focal length of the lens you have? 

3. What is the maximum aperture (lens opening) available with your lens? 

4. What is the minimum aperture? 

5. What is the fastest shutter speed of your camera? 

6. What is the slowest shutter speed of your camera? 

7. What is the ISO range of your camera? List all available settings. 

8. Does your camera write the images to removable media? If so, what kind of card? CF? SD? 

9. What is the megapixel rating of your camera? 

10. What is the resolution of an individual image in pixels in dpi? 

11. Please list the options you have for setting the white balance. 

12. Do you have the ability to override automatic settings with something called “exposure compensation”? 

13. Does your camera have a “manual” mode? 

14. Does your camera have an “aperture priority” mode? 

15. Does your camera have a “shutter priority” mode? 



16. Do you have a choice in the format the camera saves your images? Please list the options. 

17. Do you have any options to set the “color space” your camera uses when recording your images? Look for 
sRGB or Adobe RGB 1998. 
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